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Abstract
How latitude influences climate and the complexities therein, and the production and transport of siliciclastic sediment, will be explored. The
primary latitudinal influence is on temperature, precipitation, wind and wave patterns. Surface radiation directly also influences river-water
density. At any given latitude, a wide range of precipitation intensities exist, ranging from arid to wet conditions. Precipitation is influenced by
the dynamics of atmospheric, but is also strongly modified by land-sea interactions and land surface topography. Global wind patterns are
strongly influenced by atmospheric circulation dynamics that form the zonal wind belts. Strong winds include those associated with fronts
between air masses and pressure systems and as influenced by topography, short-lived convective winds under thunderstorms, and winds
associated with tropical cyclones. Maximum wave power is found on temperate and subarctic western coastlines. Swell-dominated coastlines
are located in the tropical western coastlines. Eastern continental coastlines receive lower wave energy. Arctic Ocean waves are fetch-limited.
Secondary latitudinal influences include climatic impacts on sediment production. A water temperature increase of 1 °C causes a ∼3.1%
decrease in the suspended sand transport — suspended sand concentration decreases by ∼2%, suspended silt and clay concentration drops off
by only 0.35%, flow velocity decreases by ∼0.66%, and there is ∼2.2% rise in the von Karman parameter. While the abundance of fine
sedimentary particles in transport might reflect biochemical weathering of source rocks and soils, intensified downstream fining might also
reflect the decreasing transport competency associated with increased water temperature and reduced kinematic viscosity. Scaling models allow
for a hypothetical polar river, to be compared to an equally sized river draining similar topography, but as influenced by another climate. Polar
climates yield less sediment: 1) melt-induced runoff yield smaller flood waves then surface runoff from falling rain; 2) frozen soils and river
beds reduce sediment yield; and 3) summer-time polar rain falls is less intense than from temperate or tropical regions. A basin having similar
drainage area and relief, and lithology will have 25 times sediment transport when compared to a tropical basin. Arid basins produce less
sediment and more of this sediment is stored between the source area and the coast.
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~22 Gt of siliciclastic sediment are delivered to the coastal ocean
each year, across latitude-controlled climate zones. Most delivery is
by rivers (16 Gt/y: 94% – suspended load, 6% – bedload), ice sheets
(4.5+ Gt/y), aeolian transport (1.5 Gt/y), & eroding coasts (0.5 Gt/y).
* primary latitudinal influences:
insolation, temperature, precipitation, and wind patterns.
* secondary latitudinal influences:
physical and biogeochemical weathering, wave action.
* latitudinal influences on sediment transport:
fluvial, aeolian, ice sheet transport;
river-water temperature & particle settling velocities.
AAPG/SEPM, Calgary, Syvitski

Primary Latitudinal Influences: 1) Terrestrial Temperature
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Primary Latitudinal Influences: 2) Terrestrial Precipitation
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Figure 3. A) Natural logarithm mean precipitation
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Primary Latitudinal Influences: 2) Terrestrial Precipitation
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Figure 4. A) Natural logarithm monthly Coefficient of Variation of terrestrial precipitation based on 30yr
of monthly precipitation (mm): UDel_AirT_Precip data provided by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics
Center, Boulder, Colorado, USA at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/. B) The same data but binned 0.5°
latitudinal averaged values. The missing data at circa -60AAPG/SEPM,
represents absence
of land
at these latitudes.
Calgary,
Syvitski

Primary Latitudinal Influences: 3) Wind
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Wind over water is ~2 to 3 times higher than wind over land
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Secondary Latitudinal Influences: 1) Sediment Production
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There is an intimate connection between climate and sediment production and
transport. Climate zones are based on temperature and precipitation: A) Tropical,
B) Dry, C) Temperate, D) Continental, and E) Polar and Alpine regions.
Native vegetation patterns integrate the influences (seasonality, extremes,
thresholds) of temperature, precipitation and evapotranspiration.
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Secondary Latitudinal Influences: 1) Sediment Production
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breakdown of sediment particles moving
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changing the chemical composition of
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C) biological
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Secondary latitudinal influences: 1) Sediment Production
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Secondary Latitudinal Influences: 2) Wave Action
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Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
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Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
Sediment Load in Mt/y
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Tropical river basins can produce and transport 2.5 times more sediment than a
similar scale basin located in a temperate region and 12 times more sediment than a
similar scale Arctic basin
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Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
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Globally-averaged fluvial sediment yield is 154 T/km2/y, but values >2000 T/km2/y are found
along tectonically active mountain chains. Sub-polar & polar regions offer large areas of very
low sediment yield (<20 T/km2/y), as these northern continental shield areas have relatively
low relief, temperatures are cold, lithology is hard, and precipitation is low to moderate.
AAPG/SEPM, Calgary, Syvitski

Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
Earthquake shaking can increase sediment
yields by a factor of 2

Vanmaercke
et al., 2014

Lithology can impact sediment yields
by a factor of 3

Syvitski & Milliman, 2007
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Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
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Relationship between water
temperature and the
erosion rate.

Particle settling increases linearly with water
temperature. A water temperature increase of 1°C
causes a ~3.1% decrease in the suspended sand
transport. When suspended sand concentration
decreased by 2%, suspended silt and clay
concentration drops off by only 0.35%, flow velocity
decreases by ~0.66%, and there is ~2.2% rise in the
von Karman parameter. Syvitski et al., 2014

Sekine & Nishimore, 2008
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Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 1) Fluvial Transport
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The abundance of fines in tropical transport might reflect both the accelerated
biochemical weathering of source rocks and soils, and intensified downstream
fining from the decreasing transport competency associated with increased water
temperature and reduced kinematic viscosity. .
AAPG/SEPM, Calgary, Syvitski

Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 2) Aeolian Transport

Figuree 16. Modeled regions of natuu ral wind-driven sediment traa nsport (Mahoo wald et al., 200 06).
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Sediment transport by wind occurs
where: 1) there is a suitable sediment
source, and 2) winds are of sufficient
strength to move the available
sediment. North Africa accounts for
67% of the global dust flux, followed
by Arabia (16%), Australia (6%),
central Asia (5%), East Asia (3%),
South America (2%), and North
America and Southern Africa (1%
each) (Tanaka and Chiba 2006).

Latitudinal influences on Sediment Transport: 3) Ice Sheet Transport

Today the GIS delivers 1.1 Gt/y of sediment in meltwater (0.65 Gt/y in 1999 —1.30 Gt/y in
2012) & icebergs shed from the Greenland Ice Sheet transport another 3.1 Gt/y of sediment.
Iceberg rafting was once 5x higher during the ice ages than today. So was the sediment fluxes.
Hudson 2014
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Earth Geometry

The distribution of the Earth’s terrestrial land surface area binned by 5° of latitude.
The Northern Hemisphere has 2/3 of the terrestrial surface area; the Southern
Hemisphere has land at its pole, and open water in its Subpolar region. The presentday Terrestrial Earth is dominated by Tropical and Sub-tropical regions (55%).
AAPG/SEPM, Calgary, Syvitski
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